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on the desktop. SlideRocket
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support the entire life
cycle of your presentation and related
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http://wiki.itap.purdue.edu/display/INSITE/SlideRocket

TLC Conference Showcase

Our partners were from Australia:
Ben Gillis is a English Education major who enjoys watching and playing sports, and creating art and music.
Joel Harper is physical and science education major who actively
participates in sporting events.
Glenn Hetherington is a Health and Physical Education major, who
enjoys traveling and listening to music.

Date: 04/21/09
Time: 5:00pm-10:00pm

Located in the Stewart
Center

MAKE GREAT PRESENTATIONS.
How is the technology used in other

How is the technology related to other

What is the purpose of the technology?

countries?

applications?

1. To help you make great presentations

SlideRocket is used around the world in

SlideRocket is related to its desktop counterparts

that let you convincingly

over 166 countries by users who speak

PowerPoint (Microsoft) and Keynote (Apple) but

communicate your ideas to engage and

more than 90 languages. SlideRocket is

goes far beyond these legacy solutions by offering

persuade your intended audience

accessible to anyone with an internet con-

full support for the entire lifecycle of a presentation,

nection and a browser that supports Flash

from creation, through management and iteration,

making .This is highly desirable to users in

sharing and collaboration, publishing and measure-

2. To provide a complete and integrated

sales & marketing, education, design / me-

ment to ensure your message reaches the right

alternative to desktop

dia, events, pretty much anyone who needs

audience at the right time.

counterparts

to communicate their ideas.

www.sliderocket.com
SlideRocket Corporate Headquarters
251 S Van Ness, Ste 3
San Francisco, CA 94103
Phone +1 (415) 436-9134
Fax +1 (415) 436-9135

